Fusion of a New World Alphavirus with Membrane Microdomains Involving Partially Reversible Conformational Changes in the Viral Spike Proteins.
Alphaviruses are enveloped arboviruses mainly proposed to infect host cells by receptor-mediated endocytosis followed by fusion between the viral envelope and the endosomal membrane. The fusion reaction is triggered by low pH and requires the presence of both cholesterol and sphingolipids in the target membrane, suggesting the involvement of lipid rafts in the cell entry mechanism. In this study, we show for the first time the interaction of an enveloped virus with membrane microdomains isolated from living cells. Using Mayaro virus (MAYV), a New World alphavirus, we verified that virus fusion to these domains occurred to a significant extent upon acidification, although its kinetics was quite slow when compared to that of fusion with artificial liposomes demonstrated in a previous work. Surprisingly, when virus was previously exposed to acidic pH, a condition previously shown to inhibit alphavirus binding and fusion to target membranes as well as infectivity, and then reneutralized, its ability to fuse with membrane microdomains at low pH was retained. Interestingly, this observation correlated with a partial reversion of low pH-induced conformational changes in viral proteins and retention of virus infectivity upon reneutralization. Our results suggest that MAYV entry into host cells could alternatively involve internalization via lipid rafts and that the conformational changes triggered by low pH in the viral spike proteins during the entry process are partially reversible.